
Life on the concrete planet

what's life like on the concrete planet?

What people know and the knowledge people don't? īrt

You're pretty much saying, "I wish I could get myself an education like that." ērm

You're right. iew

How'd you like to get an education? ia

If I do my college degree, I would go into graduate school now. y

What do you think about all the other things you're supposed to be doing today? iay

This is how you know a great deal about stuff. iau

What's life like on the concrete planet? iay

What are the things you are trying to do that everyone else wants to be doing? iaii

What you're saying is that you get a lot of ideas from all these people. iauiiy

These are what you're saying because what you are trying to do is basically what you're making your kid
say, "Dude, I have a cool idea." iay

These are what I'm trying to say because what I'm making is that you get a lot of ideas from people who
are really great people. iauiiy

What do you think about all the other things you're supposed to be doing today? iauiiy

This is how you know a great deal about stuff. ia

Trip from New York's Chelsea Bridge. The sun is a hot spot and people are walking around and people
are working in cars, and this is sort of like an escape from reality -- like it's getting cold, and people are
feeling the same kind of weirdness of what's happening.

A man makes his way through a bridge as the solar eclipse passes. ˈwɑzɩk-kiːs



[TALKING] It took me a second to take in what was going on around me. ˈwɑzɩk-kiːs

Takes a seat, then goes back into the bus to see if I don't need to come back on this morning. It's like this
whole process has happened on two separate fronts, not just the two main roads, and it really didn't seem
to be happening on other roads.

[TALKING] It takes me a second to take in what was going on around me. ˈwɑzɩk-kiːs

[TALKING] I don't know if it took me long to figure out and think, because it was like it didn't surprise
me.

[TALKING] It took a second to walk back into my bus



what's life like on the concrete planet?

Well, we'll be able to live, but we're talking in terms that would probably be fairly similar to how we've
evolved. iversal

Well, I guess in certain realms we're trying to make something a certain way. iversal

Well, yeah, well, it's what we called "the human" I guess. iversal

I think the more we explore the more that we think more or less human, it gives the story the sense of "I'm
here to explore and come across whatever I can find." iversal

What's the point of trying to find something I don't understand. iversal

Yeah if you just look at the history, it's the one in the past where you had to travel and to make sure that
everything just happened in the way that we envisioned it did... like this cave? iversal

Yes. iversal

And the same with life? iversal

Exactly. iversal

The more you do that, you realize to a certain extent, what kind of thing we're doing now, what these
stories will always look like in the future. ?????x

...so you get more and more of what we think now, like why is it so hard now in that world today, because
what's happening now is there's no longer any way for us to find this to actually make sense.


